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         August 20, 2014 
 
 
Mark A. McLoughlin 
Director of Environmental Services 
California High-Speed Rail Authority 
Southern California Regional Office 
700 N Alameda, Room 3-532 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
 
ATTN: Palmdale to Burbank Project Section, Burbank Station 
 
Dear Mr. McLoughlin: 
 
The recent proposals from the California High Speed Rail Authority (CAHSR) for the 
segment between Burbank to Palmdale shows a station at Burbank Airport. 
 
The High Speed Rail (HSR) vehicles will be powered by overhead catenaries.  
Placing catenary wires at the end of the runway will create an electromagnetic 
interference with flight navigation equipment that FAA rules do not allow. The rules 
require the current HSR proposal be altered and the station built in a covered trench, 
which will increase the costs for the station construction ten-fold.  
 
Airport runway and landing patterns are governed by rules established by the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA).  
 
“The prime objective of the FAA in conducting Obstruction Evaluation studies is to 
ensure the safety of air navigation and the efficient utilization of navigable airspace by 
aircraft. However, when conflicts arise concerning a structure being studied, the 
FAA emphasizes the need for conserving the navigable airspace for aircraft, 
preserving the integrity of the national airspace system, and protecting air 
navigation facilities from either electromagnetic or physical encroachments that 
would preclude normal operation.”  
 
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/arc/programs/aosc/media/AO
SC_DD_02b_Summary.pdf 
 
Twenty years ago, METRO’s Green Line was designed to turn northwards from the 
center of the 105 Freeway and drop down and travel northwards along along Aviation 
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Boulevard to the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). Eventually, The FAA denied 
the surface alignment along Aviation because of the electromagnetic interference 
caused by the catenaries. The tracks along Aviation would have to be built below grade 
and covered in a trench. 
 
The profile of the Green Line could not descend from the aerial station to meet the sub-
surface alignment due to the constraints of METRO’s criteria. In addition, the 
expenditures for a trenched segment would increase the construction budget ten fold 
and that funding had not been allocated. The system was truncated.  
 
The problems presented by the Green Line catenary at LAX and the HSR catenary at 
Burbank Airport are similar.  
 
In a cross section, looking northwards, from left to right, these are the components at 
each location:  
 
Green Line: end of airport runway, BNSF railroad, Aviation Boulevard, Green Line 
tracks 
 
HSR at Burbank Airport: end of airport runway, San Fernando Road, Metrolink railroad, 
HSR station 
 
During the design phase of the Green Line, several agencies (FAA, DOA, DOT, 
Caltrans, METRO, LAX) met for five years to discuss the clearance problems of the 
catenaries at the end of the runway. Since the Burlington Northern traveled on the west 
side of Aviation, closer to the end of the runway, and the Green Line would travel on the 
east side, further from the runway, it was believed that the alignment would be 
approved. 
 
The catenaries met the FAA vertical clearances for runway take off and landing. But 
eventually the FAA would not accept the electromagnetic interference from the 
catenaries and would not allow the transit line to be constructed along Aviation 
Boulevard. Because of my position as the Track Design Manager for the Green Line, I 
attended several of the meetings. At the end of design, it was disheartening to pull the 
drawings from several contracts that provided the track details essential for connecting 
into the Airport. 
 
Today, the proposed Crenshaw Line travels along Aviation, using the previous Green 
Line alignment, but the tracks and catenary will be buried in a covered trench to prevent 
electromagnetic interference. 
 
“In the case of such a conflicting demand for the airspace by a proposed 
construction or alteration, the first consideration should be given to altering the 
proposal.” FAA ruling 
 
It will not be possible to put the High Speed Rail Station in a trench. The costs will 
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increase ten fold over the proposed surface tracks.  
 
At the CAHSR meeting on August 19, 2014, at Union Station, I discussed this matter 
with your environmental group leader Karl Fielding. Dan Weikel of the Los Angeles 
Times, whose speciality is airport safety, joined our conversation and confirmed he had 
contacted the FAA regarding the ruling and verified the situation as correct: 
electromagnetic interference would not be allowed at the end of the runway.  
 
As the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has been augmenting the budget of 
CAHSR, their organization and the United States Congressional House Committee on 
Transportation are concerned with the lack of oversight on the project. Using the FRA’s 
own terminology, this is a “show stopper” as the costs will far exceed the benefits. 
 
Since Los Angeles METRO has experienced set backs with transit designs at the end of 
runways, it is recommended that the design for the High Speed Rail Station at Burbank 
Airport be deleted from the proposal as building a HSR station in a trench seems a 
dreary and bleak proposition.  
 
Building an aerial station in downtown San Fernando City may be the best option.  
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
 
 
Susan MacAdams 
310-994-8407 
susan.macadams@gmail.com 


